EARN MONEY WITH YOUR ROOF

Because of PHILERGY’s fully automatic and maintenance-free German solar systems, earning money
has never been easier. Lean back and enjoy your savings. Just one square meter can harvest up to
five kwh a day, resulting in about 60PHP savings a day – that’s 1,800PHP a month!

#1 SECURE INVESTMENT

Our PHILERGY Solar Systems generate you at least 15% annual return on investment and are
equipped with extensive warranties of up to 25 years. All German-made solar system components
used are top-of-the-line; proven by less than 1% efficiency decrease per year and 100% customer
satisfaction!

SAVE OUR ENVIRONMENT

We have a very “dirty” electricity source and we live on a beautiful archipelago. Create a positive
impact with your German Solar system and help reduce CO² emissions. One solar panel can already
neutralize CO² emissions of up to 42 cars that drive five kilometers each day!

As he always says in his videos, tara, magsolar na tayo!

SOLAR JOE
ON WHY FILIPINOS SHOULD GO SOLAR

Contact Solar Joe for a free solar consultation today.
PHONE: (02) 8638 8277
SOCIALS: @solarjoe.ph

EMAIL: service@philergy.com
WEBSITE: www.philergy.com

Jochen Staudter, more popularly known as @solarjoe.ph on his social media, advocates and educates to change
the renewable energy landscape of the Philippines. Moving to Manila from Germany few years back, he is
the founder and managing director of PHILERGY – Philippine German Energy Solutions. PHILERGY offers the
highest quality German-made solar systems, in combination with workmanship by German engineers. To date,
PHILERGY’s team accounts for more than 450 solar installations for residential and business clients in the
Philippines.
While solar energy systems are 100% reliable, market-proven energy sources in Germany established since
more than 20 years, Filipinos still see solar as an upcoming technology. Here are Joe’s key reasons why Filipino
home and business owners should go solar:

BE PRACTICAL - MAKE USE OF OUR TROPICAL SUN

Free energy is everywhere and we just need to start using it. The Philippines has
12 hours of sunlight each day. Instead of hiding from the sun, let it produce free
and clean energy for you with a solar system!

BECOME INDEPENDENT

The Philippines has one of the highest and fastest increasing electricity rates in
Asia. As demand gets higher and resources (like coal) are limited, electricity will
never get cheaper. There’s no better way to become independent from rising
electricity costs than by producing your own electricity through solar!

Become a PH LERGY partner and enjoy exclusive perks and privileges.
Visit philergy.com/solarrewards for more information.

